We propose to process coordination at the parsing level as a linguistic performance issue, outside the grammar, rather than as a matter of competence. We apply a specific algorithm to combine coordinated syntactic structures that were partially parsed using a coordinationless grammar, resulting in a directed acyclic parse graph in which constituent sharing appears sharply. This article presents an algorithm working within the framework of Tree-Adjoining Grammars (although it can be adapted to other formalisms) that is able to handle many types of coordinative constructions, including left and right node raising, argument clusters, and verb gapping.
Introduction
Coordination is a frequent feature of natural language, yet it is extremely difficult to parse. One reason is that coordination of non-constituents is difficult to describe using the same formal tools as are used to model the "basic", coordination-free part of language. Coordination gives rise to two linguistic phenomena, sharing of syntactic substructures and elision of constituents (Mouret, 2007) , which cannot be appropriately captured with the classical form of tree, neither in a constituency nor in a dependency-based approach. A first answer is to ignore the aspects violating treeness of structures. Most statistical parsing methods aim at building trees and thus choose to ignore complex structures going beyond treeness (Kübler et al., 2009 ). The main attempts to take complex coordinated structures into account are found in formal grammar-based approaches of parsing (Steedman, 1985; Kaplan and Maxwell, 1988; Sarkar and Joshi, 1996; Beavers and Sag, 2004; Le Roux and Perrier, 2006; Mouret, 2007) , using one of two ways:
• Adding specific elementary constructions to the grammar. Since coordination is highly polymorphic, the number of added structures can be important, especially in the case of lexicalised grammars.
• Modifying the parsing algorithms to take the specificity of coordination into account.
In both cases, this results in a reduction of the efficiency of parsing algorithms (White, 2004) : the ambiguity in the choice of elementary structures and bounds of conjuncts increases, and the resulting structures are more complex. All these approaches have a common feature: they integrate the treatment of coordination within an unique parsing process. Turning away from a formal grammar based approach, we propose to move the treatment of coordination outside of the general grammatical parsing process. This fits in with a linguistic idea that coordination may be beyond the scope of competence (Frank, 1995) . The principle is to alternate general parsing steps with coordination processing steps. The aim is to postpone choices until enough information is available to guide the coordination processing in a sufficiently constraint way, as is the case with some existing parsers that use several "passes" (Bourigault, 2007) . The general design of this alternation between general parsing steps and coordination resolving steps is described in section 3. The method we propose is not just a matter of parsing steps ordering: it is designed to produce acyclic graphs and so it goes further than the tree based coordination-less grammar. To initiate the process, we split the sentence to parse, according to punctuation signs and coordination conjunctions. This does not require the bounds of the conjuncts to be determined at this step. We obtain a list of syntactic structures corresponding to the different parsed segments. Then, we choose a particular separator, a punctuation sign or a coordination conjunction, and we call a specific procedure to combine the syntactic structure of its left segment with the syntactic structure of its right segment. In this paper, we only consider the case where the separator is a conjunction.
Consider the left and the right segments of a coordination. The syntactic structures S L and S R of these segments are lists of connected and rooted directed acyclic graphs (CDAGs) 1 . We make the hypothesis that in most cases the treatment of the coordination only requires the combination of the rightmost CDAG L from S L with the leftmost CDAG R from S R . More precisely, three cases can be distinguished:
• In the coordination of constituents, the unique root of L (resp. R) is coordinated with a node from the left frontier of R (resp. the right frontier of L). This is described in section 4.
• In the coordination of non-constituents with left (resp. right) node rising, the left (resp. right) frontier of L and the left (resp. right) frontier of R can share substructures (introducing graphs as replacement for trees). This is the purpose of section 5.
• In the coordination of argument clusters and coordination with verb gapping, a correspondance between the roots of two or three sub-CDAGs of L and the roots of two or three leftmost CDAGs of S R can be found with respect to certain conditions. A parallel structure is re-built by duplicating some parts of L and by combining them with the leftmost CDAGs of S R . This is described in section 6.
The algorithms used in the three cases require the definition of the left and right frontiers of a DAG, notions which play a crucial role. Section 2 is dedicated to the definition of these preliminary notions. The algorithms is not linked to a specific grammatical formalism, but we chose one to help explain it in details. We picked Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG), a relatively simple and well-known formalism that uses two operations of syntactic composition: substitution and adjunction (Joshi and Schabes, 1997) . For the sake of simplicity, we consider only two features without distinguishing top features and bottom features: the grammatical category, denoted cat, and the syntactic function, denoted funct.
Preliminary definitions
By using DAGs instead of trees as representations for the syntactic structure of strings, many usual concepts such as root or leaf don't make any obvious sense anymore. In this section, we define useful concepts applicable in parse directed acyclic graphs, keeping as close as possible to the tree terminology. By analogy with parse trees, we call the sink vertices leaf nodes and the source vertices root nodes. All nodes are labelled with morpho-syntactic features. According to the TAG formalism, leaf nodes are divided into substitution nodes, foot nodes and anchor nodes. Substitution nodes are to be merged with the root of an initial tree, root nodes are to be used in an adjunction and anchor nodes are labelled with words of the language. A DAG is saturated if it has no substitution nodes and no foot node 2 . We define two partial orders in DAGs. In TAG trees, all children of a given node are totally ordered. This order is maintained through derivation and thus, in DAGs, all outedges of a given node are totally ordered. Anchor nodes are totally ordered too (by the word order of the input sentence), this order being written ≺. In a tree, if N is an ancestor of M , there is an unique path (a list of nodes such that each one is a child of the previous one) from N to M . In a DAG, there can be several paths from N to M . The most interesting paths are the leftmost and rightmost path (written ← −− − path and − −− → path):
• If N is an ancestor of M , with N = M , then at least one of the daughter of N is an ancestor of M . Let N l be the leftmost child of N which is an ancestor of M . Then, define
• If N is an ancestor of M , with N = M , then at least one of the daughter of N is an ancestor of M . Let N r be the rightmost child of N which is an ancestor of M .
Every node N of a DAG has a yield, denoted yield(N ), which is the set of all its descendants that are anchor nodes. We assume that the yield of any non-substitution and nonfoot node is not empty. Let T a CDAG and w 1 , . . . , w n = yield(root(T )) such that
The left frontier of T is defined as ← −− − path(root(T ), w 1 ). In order to compare nodes to establish their suitability for coordination, we introduce the notation N 1 ∼ N 2, which stands for the fact that N 1 and N 2 have the same value for both the cat and the funct features.
Alternation between partial parsing and coordination resolving
The general idea of the algorithm is that control is successively exchanged between a partial parser and a coordination resolver. The sentence to parse is first split into segments following the punctuation and the coordination conjunctions. Consider the following sentence: It is split into four segments delimited with square brackets. The parser then builds four DAGs, parsing until a certain, more or less complete stage (e.g. PP-attachment can be postponed). At this point, control is transferred to a selector, which picks two contiguous graphs to be combined. The selector uses information coming from the four graphs, for instance the category of their roots, but the purpose of this article is not to explain how the selector works. If the two selected graphs are separated with a punctuation sign, control is then transferred to a punctuation resolver. If they are separated with a coordination conjunction, control is transferred to the coordination resolver. In this article, we put the description of the punctuation resolver aside to focus on our explanations on the coordination resolver. For instance, assume that in example (0), the selector has chosen graphs G 2 and G 3 , associated with whom Mary likes and Nicolas hates. The resolver combines graphs G 2 and G 3 into an unique graph G 2,3 . It then transfers control back to the parser, and so on. Coordination resolution is a function that takes the CDAGs of two juxtaposed substring as entry and return an unique CDAG. In the two first cases, described in sections 4 and 5, the input is the rightmost CDAG L on the left and the leftmost CDAG R on the right. In the last case, described in section 6, two or three CDAGs (rather than one) may be used as input on one side.
Constituent coordination
In the following, we use the notations C L and C R for the sub-CDAGs that are coordinated: the first step of the algorithm is to identify C L and C R .
We assume that at least one the the CDAGs L or R is saturated and represents a complete constituent. The three examples below illustrate this case. The projections of L and R on the sentence are put between square brackets. If one of them is saturated, then its projection on the sentence is put in bold.
( In example (1), L is not saturated because we consider that the verb introduces also requires an indirect object.
To combine L with R, one has first to select one of them that is saturated (both can be saturated like in examples (2) and (3) above). Say that the selected saturated CDAG is R,
Then, in the right frontier L of L, we have to find a node representing a constituent that can be coordinated with the constituent represented by root (R) . We consider that two constituents can be coordinated if they have the same grammatical category and the same syntactic function 3 . Let
If H L has more than one node, there is coordination scope ambiguity, which is the case for all examples above. For instance, for sentence 1: We pick a node S from H L . A new node C is created and interposed between S and its parent, and root(R) is made a right sister of S. The new node C has the same category and the same syntactic function as S and root (R) . In cases of extraction, the algorithm can overgenerate due to barriers to extraction. Consider the following example: The algorithm succeeds by considering the parse tree of Nicolas hates him as the selected saturated CDAG R. The left CDAG L is the parse tree of John knows Peter whom Mary likes. In its right frontier, three nodes are candidate to coordination with the root of R: the roots of the CDAGs of John knows Peter whom Mary likes, of whom Mary likes, and of Mary likes. The two last candidate nodes should be rejected, and some constraints must be added to the algorithm to prevent their selection.
Peripheral sharing
In the previous section, the algorithm coordinates two CDAGs C L and C R through the root of one. These CDAGs are independent because they represent complete constituents. However, coordination often entails sharing of a left or a right sub-CDAGs of C L and C R . The three examples below illustrate this situation. Projections on the sentence of the non-shared parts are put between square brackets and projections of the shared part are underlined: 3 We left aside the subtleties concerning the constraints in the coordination of constituents, such as coordination of unlikes. To take peripheral sharing into account, it is necessary to extend the algorithm presented in section 4. It starts in the same way, by determining and coordinating C L and C R .
Then the left sub-CDAG of C L that is shared by C R must be found. Symmetrically, the right sub-CDAG of C R that is shared by C L must be found. In the following, we consider the second case. The complete algorithm for right peripheral sharing is shown in details in algorithm 1. Starting from the root of C L , we go down along its right frontier until we find a node N which has a substitution leaf as its rightmost daughter, which has a foot node as its rightmost daughter or where an adjunction is allowed.
SS: substitution sharing. When N has a rightmost daughter which is a substitution leaf N ↓ r , we search top-down for the first node M in the right frontier of C R that has a rightmost daughter M r that can fill the substitution leaf N ↓ r . The nodes N and M must be equivalent in some sense that we will make more precise in the following. In a first approach, we can consider that AS1: adjunction sharing case 1. When N has a rightmost daughter which is an adjunction foot N * r , then C L itself is an auxiliary tree. We search top-down for a node M in the right frontier of C R and its righmost daugher M r such that M is a right adjunction site and such that the nodes N and M are equivalent as in the previous case. Nodes M r and N * r are merged.
AS2: adjunction sharing case 2. When N allows for an adjunction, we search top-down for the first node M in the right frontier of C R that results from a right adjunction and that can share this adjunction with N . This last condition means that the two nodes must be equivalent in the same sense as for substitution. If we find such a node M , then we have to decide (line 6) whether to share the adjunction (lines 7 to 9) or not (lines 11 to 15). If not, the consequence is that the sub-DAG of C L rooted at N must be saturated because it cannot share any part with C R . It comes from the following property: the projection of the sub-DAGs shared by C L and C R must be a continuous segment on the right of coordinated expression.
Then, we iterate the algorithm from N . This algorithm is not deterministic: in choose one and choose/or constructions, all choices have to be considered. It could easily be made deterministic by having it enumerate the list of solutions.
The algorithm uses two nested loops: the external loop uses variables I L and I R for sub-DAGs in which we currently looking for sharing and the internal loop uses variable N to identify parts of I L to be shared. Graph modifications the algorithm can use for substitution and for adjunction sharing are shown in figures 1 and 2. The top and bottom parts of the figures describe the graph respectively before and after the modifications; grey nodes identify I L and I R in the top part, and where the algorithm must start the next iteration from in the bottom part.
In the previous algorithm, a node N from the right frontier of I L can share a sub-CDAG with a node M from the right frontier of I R if they are equivalent in some sense which we make more precise now. For this, we must consider theirs paths − −− → path(root(I L ), N ) and − −− → path(root(I R ), M ). The equivalence relation between paths ≈ depends on the language and on the choice of the representation of syntactic trees. In this article, there is no room for defining this relation exhaustively for a given language and choice of syntactic representation. We can but sketch such a relation: in our settings, is is defined to be the smallest equivalence relation such that: 
Verb gapping and argument clusters
Verb gapping is a grammatical construction where two clauses are coordinated, with the verb of the second clause being replaced with a gap expressing that the verb of the first conjunct is picked up again as the verb of the second conjunct. Argument clusters is another grammatical construction in which the second conjunct is a cluster of constituents, which are all arguments of the same predicate which is absent from this conjunct. It is a resumption of the predicate that is the head of the first conjunct. Sentences (8) and (9) Verb gapping and argument clusters are processed with a common algorithm because, in both situations, the head of the syntactic structure of the second conjunct is lacking and one has to reuse the head of the first conjunct to build this syntactic structure. The input of the algorithm is a CDAG L representing the syntactic structure of the parsed phrase on the left of the conjunction and a list of CDAGs R 1 , . . . , R n representing the partial parse of the phrase on the right, ordered with respect to the linear order of the sentence. The first step of the algorithm is to establish a bijection between root(R 1 ), . . . , root(R p ) of the p first CDAGs from the n right CDAGs and p nodes N 1 , . . . , N p from L, verifying the following properties:
• For any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ p, N i ∼ root(R i ).
• The projections on the sentence of N 1 , . . . , N p constitutes two continuous segments 4 immediately on the left of the conjunction, separated by a word w.
The second step is to select a node N that dominates N 1 , . . . , N p in L, and whose head is w. This node is necessarily a node from the right frontier of L and it represents the left conjunct. The third step is to duplicate the sub-CDAG T rooted at N with N 1 , . . . , N p and w as leaves.
In the clone T , the leaves N 1 , . . . , N p are replaced with root(R 1 ), . . . , root(R p ) but w is shared with T . Finally, T and T are coordinated like in section 4.
Results
The algorithm was simulated on the 14 sentences from section 0 of the Penn Treebank that contain either peripheral sharing or gapping. The algorithm returned at least a parse for all sentences but two, in both cases because coordination of unlikes, which isn't handled, was involved. An average of 1.3 parses was returned per sentence. The parse from the Penn Treebank was always among the returned Algorithm 1: Right peripheral sharing parses, and all but three parses arguably described genuine ambiguity in the scope of coordination 5 .
Conclusion
In this article we presented an algorithm that allows for parsing of coordination outside the scope of grammar. This algorithm is able to interact with any parser using a coordination-less grammar, thus returning incomplete parses, and reconstruct a complete parse graph from the fragments returned by the parser. While we used TAGs to aid with the presentation and evaluation, we believe this algorithm could be applied to other formalisms with little adaptation. A first evaluation shows that the algorithm deals appropriately with most types of coordinations, including right node raising and gapping. Unsurprisingly, the only cases where it failed to parse coordination were with coordination of unlikes. The algorithm adds little ambiguity, and most of it is justified as genuine coordination scope ambiguity. Future works will involve a more full-fledged evaluation within different grammatical frameworks, with special respect for the effect of different postponement rules in the general parser (in this article we only postponed the PP ad-5 Detailed results are available at www.ecp.x10.mx.
junction) and different equivalence relations between nodes of two graphs.
